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Static program analysis is 
the analysis of computer 
software that is performed 
without actually executing 
programs.

Wikipedia
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PHP-AST extension

Better performance than PHP-Parser, but…

- handles only AST construction

- one class for everything

- parse code that is syntactically valid on the 

version of PHP it runs on



Why static 
code 

analysis 
should be 

used?

Code 
quality!



What is it not?

It is not substitute for unit tests!

It is not source of unquestionable truth.



PHP landscape

New tools have emerged lately (and more hopefully 
to come), due to recent advances in PHP.

But there were also some great tools before PHP7 
and they are still very useful.



PHP Lint

PHP built-in syntax check

$ php -l <path-to-file>



PHP Parallel Lint

Wrapper for PHP Lint, it checks files in parallel

$ .parallel-lint <path-to-directory>

Some flags:

-j <num>

--blame

--exclude <path-to-directory>

https://github.com/JakubOnderka/PHP-Parallel-Lint





PHP Code Sniffer & PHP CS Fixer

Tools for detecting violations of coding standards

Highly configurable

Both can be easily integrated with PHP Storm

https://github.com/squizlabs/PHP_CodeSniffer
https://github.com/FriendsOfPHP/PHP-CS-Fixer 

https://github.com/squizlabs/PHP_CodeSniffer
https://github.com/FriendsOfPHP/PHP-CS-Fixer


PHPLOC

Provide basic metrics

$ phploc <path>

https://github.com/sebastianbergmann/phploc







What is Cyclomatic Complexity?

One of the oldest complexity metrics

Complexity is determined by the number of decision points in a 
method plus one for the method entry. 

1-4: low complexity

5-7: moderate complexity

8-10: high complexity

11+ very high complexity







PHPMetrics

Provides metrics with readable HTML report

$ php ./vendor/bin/phpmetrics --report-html=<reportName> <directory>

Generating console report:

$ php ./vendor/bin/phpmetrics <directory>

https://github.com/phpmetrics/PhpMetrics

https://github.com/phpmetrics/PhpMetrics



Object oriented metrics

Efferent coupling (CE)

Afferent coupling (CA)

Instability = CE / (CE + CA)

Stable: 0,0 - 0,3

Unstable: 0,7 - 1,0

Abstractness

















PHP Copy/Paste Detector

Detecting duplicated code

$ phpcpd <path>

https://github.com/sebastianbergmann/phpcpd





Fresh library from 2016

Easy to configure

Eight levels of strictness

Extendable

$ ./phpstan analyse <paths>

PHPStan



Existence of classes and interfaces
Existence of variables
Existence and visibility of called methods and functions
Existence and visibility of accessed properties and constants
Correct types assigned to properties
Correct number and types of parameters passed
Correct types returned from methods and functions
Useless casts like (string) 'foo'
And some others...

PHPStan - what is checked?







Cons & 
possible 
problems

Forgotten tools

Dynamic nature of PHP

Warnings / errors overwhelming

Tools overwhelming

False positives

Too long running time

Constant refactoring



Final tips Make static analysis part of your 
CI process

Limit number of tools

Limit number of false positives

Declare types

Be rational



Questions?


